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Prospectus Information

A base shelf prospectus of Diversified Royalty Corp. (“DIV”) dated May 11, 2021 (the “Base Shelf Prospectus”) containing
important information relating to the securities described in this document has been filed with the securities regulatory
authorities in each of the provinces of Canada, except Quebec. A copy of the Base Shelf Prospectus, any amendment
thereto, any applicable prospectus supplement to the Base Shelf Prospectus and any amendment thereto that has been
filed is required to be delivered with this document.

This document does not provide full disclosure of all material facts and risks relating to the common shares (“Common
Shares”) of DIV. Investors should read the Base Shelf Prospectus, any amendment thereto, any applicable prospectus
supplement to the Base Shelf Prospectus and any amendment thereto for disclosure of those facts and risks, especially risk
factors relating to the Common Shares, before making an investment.

The Common Shares have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended
(the “U.S. Securities Act”), or under the securities laws of any state of the United States (as defined in Regulation S under the
U.S. Securities Act (the “United States”). Accordingly, the Common Shares may not be offered, sold or delivered, directly or
indirectly, within the United States, except pursuant to an exemption from the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities
Act and in compliance with any applicable state securities laws. This term sheet does not constitute an offer to sell, or a
solicitation of an offer to buy, the Common Shares within the United States.
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Legal Disclaimer

Notice
The contents of this presentation are for information purposes only. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell securities of DIV or any other entity and it is not soliciting an offer to buy any such securities. This document may
contain product names, trade names, trademarks and services marks of DIV and its affiliates and of other entities and organizations, all of which are the properties of their respective owners. All dollar amounts herein are expressed
in Canadian dollars unless otherwise indicated.
Forward Looking Information
Certain statements contained in this presentation may constitute “forward-looking information" or “financial outlook” within the meaning of applicable securities laws that involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking information or financial
outlook. The use of any of the words “anticipate”, “continue”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “will”, ”project”, “should”, “believe”, “confident”, “plan” and “intends” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-
looking information, although not all forward-looking information contains these identifying words. Specifically, forward-looking information or financial outlook in this presentation includes, but is not limited to, statements made in
relation to: the completion of the indirect acquisition by DIV through its wholly-owned subsidiary Strat-B Royalties Limited Partnership (“Strat-B LP”) of the worldwide trademark portfolio and certain other intellectual property rights
utilized by SBS Franchising, LLC (“Stratus”) in its business of offering, managing and operating master franchises (“Master Franchisees”) for commercial cleaning services and building maintenance care (the “Stratus Rights”), and the
immediate licence of the Stratus Rights back to Stratus for a royalty payment (the “Royalty”; and together with the Acquisition, the “Transaction”), the terms of the Transaction and the expected timing for completion thereof; certain
of the expected terms of the licence and royalty agreement governing the Royalty; the details of the Royalty, including the estimated annual royalty revenue to be earned thereunder; the possibility of future increases in the Royalty
payments made by Stratus to Strat-B LP; the means by which DIV intends to finance the Acquisition, including by a draw on its credit facility made available to DIV and a Canadian chartered bank to fund future trademark and
royalty acquisitions (the “Acquisition Facility”), the new credit facility to be obtained by Strat-B LP (the “Strat-B Credit Facility”) and the additional incremental term debt (the “ML LP Credit Facility”) to be obtained by DIV’s subsidiary
ML Royalties Limited Partnership (“ML LP”); the expected terms of the Strat-B LP Credit Facility and the ML LP Credit Facility; Status’ belief that it has the opportunity to increase its master franchise count from 68 up to 150 over the next
5 – 10 years; DIV’s belief that the Transaction will be transformative to DIV and that it will be a catalyst to open the very large US franchisor market to DIV’s unique royalty model and greatly expand the number of royalty partners
available to DIV; the expected financial impact of the Transaction on DIV, including on its pro-forma adjusted revenue, pro-forma normalized EBITDA, pro-forma distributable cash and pro-forma payout ratio; the statement that DIV
will increase its annual dividend to $0.24 per share, subject to completion of the Transaction and the timing therefor; the intended use of proceeds from DIV’s bought deal offering of common shares (the “Offering”); the forecasted
compound annual growth rate (“CAGR”) of the global contract cleaning services market; and Stratus’ forecast of double digit same store sales growth (“SSSG”) for the developing and early stage markets in which certain of its
master franchises operate. The forward-looking information and financial outlook contained herein involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events, performance, or
achievements of DIV to differ materially from those anticipated or implied therein. DIV believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking information and financial-outlook are reasonable, but no assurance can be given
that these expectations will prove to be correct. In particular there can be no assurance that: the Acquisition or the Transaction will close on the terms or in accordance with the timing currently expected, or at all; DIV will realize the
expected benefits of the Transaction or that it will be accretive; there will be any future increases in the Royalty payments made by Stratus to Strat-B LP; the Strat-B LP Credit Facility and the ML LP Credit Facility will be obtained on the
terms currently expected or at all; the actual tax implications of the Acquisition and the Transaction on Stratus and DIV will be consistent with the expected tax implications; the Transaction, if completed, will be successful; Stratus will
meet its business objectives, including its objectives with respect to the future growth in the number of master franchisees; Stratus will make the required Royalty payments required under the licence and royalty agreement and
otherwise comply with its obligations under the agreements governing the Transaction; Stratus will not be adversely affected by the other risks facing its business; DIV may not complete any further royalty acquisitions in the U.S.; the
global contract cleaning market will grow at currently forecasted rates or that any such growth will correlate with the performance of Stratus or the Royalty payable to DIV; DIV may not increase its dividend in accordance with the
currently expected timing or amounts; the Offering will close in accordance with the expected timing, or at all; the actual use of proceeds of the Offering will be consistent with current expectations; the TSX will approve the Offering;
DIV will be able to make monthly dividend payments to the holders of its common shares; or DIV will achieve any of its corporate objectives. Given these uncertainties, readers are cautioned that the forward-looking information and
financial outlook included in this presentation are not guarantees of future performance, and such forward-looking information and financial outlook should not be unduly relied upon. More information about the risks and
uncertainties affecting DIV’s business and the businesses of its royalty partners can be found in the “Risk Factors” section of its Annual Information Form dated March 10, 2022 and the “Risk Factors” section of its management’s
discussion and analysis for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2022 that are available under DIV’s profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
In formulating the forward-looking statements contained herein, management has assumed that, among other things, all necessary consents and approvals for the Transaction, the Strat-B LP Credit Facility, the ML LP Credit Facility
and the Offering will be obtained and the Transaction, the Strat-B LP Credit Facility, the ML LP Credit Facility and the Offering will be completed in accordance with the timing currently expected and on the currently contemplated
terms; all conditions to the draws on the Acquisition Facility will be satisfied; Stratus will be successful in meeting its stated corporate objectives, including its growth targets; DIV will realize the expected benefits of the Transaction; the
Stratus business will not suffer any material adverse effect; the actual tax implications of the Acquisition and the Transaction on Stratus and DIV will be consistent with the expected tax implications; and the business and economic
conditions affecting DIV and Stratus will continue substantially in the ordinary course, including without limitation with respect to general industry conditions, general levels of economic activity and regulations. These assumptions,
although considered reasonable by management at the time of preparation, may prove to be incorrect.
To the extent any forward-looking information in this presentation constitute a “financial outlook” within the meaning of applicable securities laws, such information is being provided to assist investors in understanding the potential
financial impact of the Transaction, the Strat-B LP Credit Facility, the ML LP Credit Facility, the dividend increase and the Offering on DIV.
All of the forward-looking information and financial outlook disclosed in this presentation is qualified by these cautionary statements and other cautionary statements or factors contained herein, and there can be no assurance that
the actual results or developments contemplated thereby will be realized or, even if substantially realized, that they will have the expected consequences to, or effects on, DIV contemplated by such forward-looking information and
financial outlook contained herein. The forward-looking information and financial outlook included in this presentation is made as of the date of this presentation and DIV assumes no obligation to publicly update or revise such
information to reflect new events or circumstances, except as may be required by applicable law.
Third Party Information
This presentation includes information obtained from third party reports and other publicly available sources as well as financial statements and other reports provided to DIV by its royalty partners and Stratus. Although DIV believes
these sources to be generally reliable, such information cannot be verified with complete certainty. Accordingly, the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. DIV has not independently verified any of the
information from third party sources referred to in this presentation nor ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources.
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Non-IFRS Measures

Management believes that disclosing certain non-IFRS financial measures, non-IFRS ratios and supplementary financial measures provides readers with important information regarding the Corporation’s financial performance and its
ability to pay dividends and the performance of its royalty partners and the financial impacts to DIV of the Transaction. By considering these measures in combination with the most closely comparable IFRS measure, management
believes that investors are provided with additional and more useful information about the Corporation, its royalty partners and the Transaction than investors would have if they simply considered IFRS measures alone. The non-IFRS
financial measures, non-IFRS ratios and supplementary financial measures used in this news release do not have standardized meanings prescribed by IFRS and therefore are unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented
by other issuers. Investors are cautioned that non-IFRS financial measures should not be construed as a substitute or an alternative to net income or cash flows from operating activities as determined in accordance with IFRS.
The non-IFRS financial measures used in this presentation are EBITDA, normalized EBITDA, run-rate normalized EBITDA, pro-forma normalized EBITDA, distributable cash, run-rate distributable cash, pro-forma distributable cash, DIV
royalty entitlement, net of NND Royalties LP Expenses, adjusted revenue, run-rate adjusted revenue, pro-forma adjusted revenue and pro-forma dividends declared. For details as to how the Corporation calculates DIV royalty
entitlement, DIV royalty entitlement, net of NND Royalties LP expenses, adjusted revenue, EBITDA and normalized EBITDA, including reconciliations to the closest comparable IFRS measure, see DIV’s management discussion and
analysis for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2022 (“Q3 MD&A”), a copy of which is available under DIV’s profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
Run-rate normalized EBITDA is calculated as DIV’s normalized EBITDA for the three months ended September 30, 2022 after deducting the non-recurring payment of deferred contractual royalties and management fees received
from Mr. Mikes Restaurants Corporation in the quarter, multiplied by four for purposes of annualizing such amount. Pro-forma normalized EBITDA is calculated as the run-rate normalized EBITDA plus the amount of the estimated annual
royalty payable by Stratus to Strat-B LP converted to Canadian dollars based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022, less incremental operating expenses.
See Appendix A for a reconciliation of run-rate normalized EBITDA and pro-forma adjusted normalized EBITDA to DIV’s net income, the closest comparable IFRS measure, for the three months ended September 30, 2022. DIV
management believes run-rate normalized EBITDA is a useful supplemental measures as it provides investors with an indication of cash available for distribution prior to debt service needs, interest expenditures and non-recurring
items, as applicable, and pro-forma normalized EBITDA is a useful supplemental measures as it provides investors with an indication of cash available for distribution including the impact of the contemplated acquisition prior to debt
service needs, interest expenditures and non-recurring items, as applicable.
Run-rate adjusted revenue is calculated as DIV’s adjusted revenue for the three months ended September 30, 2022 after deducting the non-recurring payment of deferred contractual royalties and management fees received from
Mr. Mikes Restaurants Corporation in such quarter, multiplied by four for purposes of annualizing such amount. Pro-forma adjusted revenue is calculated as the run-rate adjusted revenue plus the amount of the estimated annual
royalty payable by Stratus to Strat-B LP converted to Canadian dollars based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022. See Appendix C for a reconciliation of
run-rate adjusted revenue and pro-forma adjusted revenue to DIV’s revenue, the closest comparable IFRS measure, for the three months ended September 30, 2022. DIV management believes pro-forma adjusted revenue provides
useful information as it provides supplemental information regarding DIV’s consolidated revenues after giving effect to the Transaction.
Run-rate distributable cash is calculated as DIV’s distributable cash for the three months ended September 30, 2022 after deducting the non-recurring payment of deferred contractual royalties and management fees received from
Mr. Mikes Restaurants Corporation in such quarter net of taxes at an assumed rate of 22% and adding back the interest paid on DIV’s 5.25% convertible debentures maturing December 31, 2022. Pro-forma distributable cash is
calculated as run-rate distributable cash plus the estimated annual royalty payable by Stratus to Strat-B Limited Partnership , less incremental operating expenses, interest expenses and taxes related to the Stratus Royalty, in each
case, converted to Canadian dollars based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022 to the extent applicable. See Appendix B for a reconciliation of run-rate
distributable cash and pro-forma distributable cash to DIV’s net income, the closest comparable IFRS measure, for the three months ended September 30, 2022. DIV management believes pro-forma distributable cash provides
useful information as it provides supplemental information regarding DIV’s ability to generate cash available for payment of dividends after giving effect to the Transaction.
Pro-forma dividends declared is calculated as the annualized dividend after giving effect to the increase thereto following completion of the Transaction multiplied by the sum of (X) being the number of DIV common shares issued
and outstanding as of September 30, 2022, and (Y) the number of DIV common shares required to be issued to fully repay in full the $47 million to be drawn on DIV’s acquisition facility to finance the Transaction (assuming an
issuance price of $2.80 per share). Pro-forma dividends declared is used to calculate the pro-forma payout ratio, and thus provides useful information as to DIV’s expected future aggregate annualized dividend payments.
The non-IFRS ratios used in this presentation are pro-forma payout ratio and run-rate payout ratio. Pro-forma payout ratio is calculated as pro-forma distributable cash divided by pro-forma dividends declared. See Appendix B for
further details as to how pro-forma payout ratio and run-rate payout ratio are calculated. DIV management believes the pro-forma payout ratio provides useful information as it provides supplemental information regarding DIV’s
ability to generate cash to pay dividends following the completion of the Transaction and the increase to the dividend.
System sales is a supplementary financial measure and is a reference to the top-line sales revenue reported to Stratus by all Stratus franchisees. System sales is a supplementary financial measure and does not have a standardized
meaning prescribed by IFRS. The Company believes system sales is a useful measure as it provides investors with an indication of performance of the franchisees underlying Stratus’ business. The Corporation’s method of calculating
system sales may differ from those of other issuers or companies and, accordingly, system sales may not be comparable to similar measures used by other issuers or companies.
Same store sales growth or SSSG is the percentage increase in system sales over the prior comparable period for Stratus locations that were in operation in both the current and prior periods, excluding stores that were permanently
closed. Same store sales growth is a supplementary financial measure and does not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS. However, the Corporation believes that SSSG is a useful measure as it provides investors with an
indication of the change in year-over-year sales of Stratus locations. The Corporation’s method of calculating same store sales growth may differ from those of other issuers or companies and, accordingly, same store sales growth
may not be comparable to similar measures used by other issuers or companies.
Royalty acquisition multiple is a supplementary financial measure and is calculated as the purchase price for the royalty (prior to any potential post-closing adjustments) divided by the annual royalty payment. Royalty acquisition
multiple does not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS and the Corporation’s method of calculating the royalty acquisition multiple may differ from those of other issuers or companies; accordingly, the royalty
acquisition multiple may not be comparable to similar measures used by other issuers or companies.
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Introduction

 DIV has been building a diversified portfolio of royalties from high quality
multi-location and franchisor businesses in Canada.

 DIV’s objective has included bringing its unique royalty model to the US
market. In this regard, DIV has been promoting the royalty model at
various International Franchise Association events in the US, reaching out
to various franchise professionals and franchisor business owners directly.

 DIV’s business development efforts have paid off with Stratus, its 1st US
royalty transaction
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Transaction Overview

6

Diversified Royalty Corp. (“DIV”) has entered into an agreement with SBS Franchising, LLC (“Stratus”) to
acquire the trademarks and certain other intellectual property used in Stratus’ business, thereby adding a
7th royalty stream (and 1st US royalty stream) to DIV’s portfolio for a purchase price of ~C$80.3M(1).

Stratus
• Founded in 2006, Stratus is an industry-leading franchisor in commercial cleaning

and building maintenance, offering both master franchises and turn-key
janitorial unit franchises across North America

• Master Franchises: US – 58, Canada – 10 (13 corporate owned, 55 franchised)

Positive Industry Trends
• The global commercial cleaning industry is large and grew at a CAGR of 5.8%

from 2015 through 2022(2)

• The importance of office cleaning has been greatly enhanced due to COVID-
19

Annual Royalty • ~C$8.0M (US$6M) royalty(1), representing ~14% of DIV’s pro-forma adjusted
revenues(1)(3)

Sources of Capital
• C$20.1M(1) of term debt in Strat-B LP, C$15M of incremental term debt in ML LP,

and approximately C$47.0M drawn on DIV’s Acquisition Facility. DIV intends to
use the net proceeds from its bought deal offering of Common Shares to
partially re-pay the amount drawn on the Acquisition Facility

Accretive Transaction, 
Royalty Growth

• 9.9x royalty acquisition multiple(3)

• The Stratus royalty will grow at 5% per year for 4 years and 4% per year thereafter

1) Based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022. Purchase price is subject to adjustment if 
certain conditions are met.

2) Source: Technavio Research
3) Pro-forma adjusted revenues is a Non-IFRS financial measure. Royalty acquisition multiple is a supplementary financial measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures”. 



Transformative Transaction

 DIV believes Stratus is an excellent royalty acquisition for the following reasons:

 Industry. Commercial cleaning and janitorial solutions is a stable industry with room for
sophisticated operators, such as Stratus, to accumulate market share – the importance of
office cleaning has been greatly enhanced due to COVID-19

 Business Model. 16-year operating history – strong store level economics – attracting talented
Master Franchisees, low turnover

 Experienced Ownership/Management Team. One owner has successfully owned and
operated several franchisors – the other two owners were previously Stratus Master Franchisees
with strong IT skills – IT/CRM systems are now a competitive strength

 Growth. Stratus has achieved scale and its system sales(1) have grown steadily at double digit
rates over the past 5 years – Stratus was ranked in 2020 as the #10 fastest growing franchisor in
Entrepreneur Magazine’s Franchise 500® rankings(2)

 Diversification. No correlation with DIV’s other royalty partners

 Size. ~C$8.0M(3) annual royalty represents ~14% of DIV’s pro-forma adjusted revenue(3)(4)

 Transformative. Stratus represents DIV’s 1st US royalty transaction – the US franchise market is
significantly larger than Canada’s – proving the royalty model with a US company is
anticipated to be transformative for DIV and is expected to greatly expand the number of
potential royalty partners available to DIV

7 1) System sales is a supplementary financial measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures”.
2) Rankings were based on net new franchise units in 2019
3) Based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022 
4) Pro-forma adjusted revenues is a Non-IFRS financial measure. System sales is a supplementary financial measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures”.



Stratus – Overview 

 Founded in 2006 – head office in North Hollywood, California

 Stratus is an industry-leading franchisor in commercial cleaning and building maintenance,
with Master Franchisees, offering turn-key janitorial unit franchises across North America

 Stratus’ 68 Master Franchises are operating in ~60 major cities across North America (58 US, 10
Canada) supporting ~2,500 unit franchisees – 13 of the Master Franchisees are corporately-
owned, and 55 are franchised

 Stratus believes it has an opportunity to grow from 68 Master Franchises to up to 150 across the
US and Canada over the next 5 to 10 years

 Stratus generated annual system sales(1) of US$147M for the trailing twelve months (“TTM”)
ended August 31, 2022

 Stratus, together with its affiliates SBS Services Group LLC and Stratus Building Solutions Canada,
Inc., generated combined revenue of approximately US$15 million for the year ended
December 31, 2021

8 1) System sales is a supplementary financial measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures”.



Financial Performance

 Stratus generated trailing 12 months system sales(1) of US$147M (~C$197M (2)) to August 31, 2022
and has grown system sales(1) from ~US$56.4M(1) (~C$75M (2)) in 2017, representing a CAGR of
over 21%

 Stratus SSSG(1) from FY 2017 to FY 2021 has averaged over 16% per annum (3)

 Stratus has added 32 Master Franchisees over the past 5 years and is forecasting 85+ over the
next 5 to 10 years

 During COVID-19, Stratus experienced some positive one-time disinfecting cleaning revenue,
partially offset by interrupted recurring monthly cleaning as some customers temporarily closed
their premises – this has largely normalized

9 1) System sales and SSSG are supplementary financial measures. See “Non-IFRS Measures”.
2) Based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022.
3) Stratus’ fiscal year end is December 31st. 
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Industrial Cleaning Market

 The global contract cleaning services market is very large (US$151B) and is
forecasted to grow at a 6.85% CAGR over the period from 2021 to 2026 (1)

 The commercial cleaning and janitorial solutions industry is highly-fragmented – the
industry remains mostly comprised of small local and regional players

 The “Big Three” in the US franchised commercial cleaning industry are: Jan-Pro,
Jani-King and Coverall

 Stratus is among the top ten commercial cleaning franchisors in the US(2)

10 1) Source (including graphic): Technavio Research
2) Based on number of franchise units 



Business Model

 Stratus operates a 3-tiered franchise model:
 Franchisor – SBS Franchising, LLC

 Master Franchises – 68 locations, 13 are corporate-owned – the vast majority of new
markets are expected to be franchised

 Unit Franchisees – ~2,500, typically individuals managing 2-to-4-person teams that clean 3
to 4 commercial buildings

 Only ~15% of the 68 Master Franchises are in mature markets, ~35% are in
developing markets and ~50% are in early-stage markets – the developing and
early-stage markets are forecasted by Stratus to be capable of generating double
digit SSSG(1) for many years

11 1) SSSG is a supplementary financial measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures”.



Management

 Afshin Cangarlu, CEO – spent 7 years at DreamWorks, followed by another 7 years
as President, Instructional Systems Design at Quovadx, a software developer for the
health care industry, before becoming a Stratus Master Franchisee (with Foad) for
the LA territory in 2008.

 Foad Rekabi, CTO – worked for 10 years with Afshin and developed Opus IT
Platform, the technology backbone of Stratus

 Stuart Erskine, COO – owner of various franchise businesses, including Magnetsigns
and EmbroidMe – joined Stratus as an equal partner in 2016 – brings a strong
franchisor background and is focused on running the Canadian operations

 Doug Flaig, President (Franchisor) – over 20 years overseeing hundreds of Dunkin’
Donuts, Burger King, 7- Eleven and Wetzel’s Pretzels stores – formerly, COO of Safe
Facility Services, a janitorial services provider

 Joe Gallegos, Divisional President (Corporate) – Stratus Master Franchisee for 12
years

 David Earl, CFO – responsible for finance and financial reporting for the past three
years and before that was Vice President, Global Controller with PSI Services LLC

12



Fit

 Diversification/Industry

 The acquisition of Stratus represents DIV’s 7th royalty stream (and 1st US royalty
stream)

 With investments in Mr. Lube, Air Miles, Sutton Realty, Mr. Mikes, Nurse Next
Door and Oxford Learning, DIV currently has no exposure to the industrial
cleaning and building maintenance market

 The industrial cleaning market represents a significant market with a very large
growth opportunity

 Stratus’ royalty represents ~14% of DIV’s pro-forma adjusted revenue(1)(2)

13
1) Pro-forma revenue is a non-IFRS measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures”.
2) Based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022.



Diversification

14 1) The percentages of adjusted revenues as presented is based on pro-forma adjusted revenue. Pro-forma adjusted revenue is a non-IFRS measure. See “Non-IFRS 
Measures”. 

2) Based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022.

Expanding across diverse and attractive industries

7% 12% 9%8% 7%43% 14%(1)(2)



Accretive
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Current Run Rate Pro Forma

$49.2M
Adjusted Revenue(1)

$57.2M
Adjusted Revenue(1)(2)

$45.9M
Normalized EBITDA(1)

$53.9M
Normalized EBITDA(1)(2)

$30.4M
Distributable Cash(1)

$34.4M
Distributable Cash(1)(2)

$0.235
Dividend per Share

$0.240
Dividend per Share

96.2% 
Payout Ratio(1)

94.4%
Payout Ratio(1)(2)

1) Run rate adjusted revenue, Pro-forma adjusted revenue, run rate normalized EBITDA, run rate pro-forma normalized EBITDA, run rate distributable cash and pro-forma 
distributable cash are Non-IFRS financial measure, and run rate payout ratio and pro-forma payout ratio are non-IFRS ratios. See “Non-IFRS Measures”.

2) Based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022



Dividend

 DIV’s board of directors has approved a 2.1% increase in DIV’s annual dividend
from 23.5 cents per share to 24 cents per share, commencing January 1, 2023

 DIV’s pro-forma payout ratio drops to ~94%(1)(2)

16 1) Payout ratio is a non-IFRS ratios.  See “Non-IFRS Measures”.
2) Based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022



Summary

 Stratus is a perfect fit for DIV’s royalty model: a proven franchisor business
with historically steady, predictable cash flows, strong master franchisee
and unit franchisee economics and an opportunity to grow its master
franchise business count from 68 up to 150 over the next five to 10 years.

 DIV’s unique royalty model allows Stratus’ owners to retain 100% equity
ownership, monetize a significant portion of their current cash flows, and
benefit from the future growth in profitability from continued strong same-
store-sales growth and from opening new master franchises.

 We strongly believe the Stratus royalty transaction will be transformative
for DIV – it will be a catalyst to open the very large US franchisor market to
DIV’s unique royalty model

17



Summary

 Industry. Commercial cleaning and janitorial solutions is a stable industry with room for
sophisticated operators, such as Stratus, to accumulate market share – the importance of
office cleaning has been greatly enhanced due to COVID

 Business Model. 16-year operating history – strong store level economics – attracting talented
Master Franchisees, low turnover

 Experienced Ownership/Management Team. One owner has successfully owned and
operated several franchisors – the other two owners were previously Stratus Master Franchisees
with strong IT skills – IT/CRM systems are now a competitive strength

 Growth. Stratus has achieved scale and its system sales has grown steadily over the past 5
years – Stratus was ranked in 2020 as the #10 fastest growing franchisor in Entrepreneur
Magazine’s Franchise 500® rankings(1)

 Diversification. No correlation with DIV’s other royalty partners

 Size. ~C$8.0M (US$6.0M)(1) annual royalty represents ~14% of DIV’s pro-forma adjusted
revenues(2)(3)

 Transformative. Stratus represents DIV’s 1st US royalty transaction – the US franchise market is
significantly larger than Canada’s – proving the royalty model with a US company will be
transformative and is expected to greatly expand the number of potential royalty partners for
DIV

18 1) Rankings were based on net new franchise units in 2019 
2) Based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022 
3) Pro-forma adjusted revenues is a Non-IFRS financial measure. System sales is a supplementary financial measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures”.



[Appendix A]
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The following table reconciles net income for the three months ended September 30, 2022 to Run-Rate Normalized EBITDA and Pro-Forma Normalized EBITDA:

(Cdn$000's) Q3 2022 Annualized
Revenues 11,641       46,564           
Operating expenses (1,069)        (4,276)            
Finance and other costs (982)            (3,928)            
Income before income taxes 9,590          38,360           
Income tax expense (2,862)        (11,448)         
Net income 6,728          26,912           

Interest expense on credit facilities 2,288          9,152             
Income tax expense 2,862          11,448           
Depreciation expense 25                100                 
EBITDA (1) 11,903       47,612           

Adjustments:
Share-based compensation 267             1,068             
Other finance costs, net 660             2,640             
Fair value adjustment on financial instruments (1,966)        (7,864)            
Payment of lease obligations (27)              (108)               
DIV Royalty Entitlment, net of NND Royalties LP expenses(1) 1,250          5,000             

Normalized EBITDA(1) 12,087       48,348           

Mr. Mikes deferred contractual royalty and management fees collected (603)            (2,412)            
Run-Rate Normalized EBITDA(1) 45,936           

Stratus Normalized EBITDA contribution (1), (2) 7,977             
Pro-Forma Normalized EBITDA(1) 53,913           

1) EBITDA, DIV Royalty Entitlement, net of NND Royalties Expenses, Normalized EBITDA, Run-Rate Normalized EBITDA and Pro-Forma Normalized EBITDA 
are non-IFRS financial measures. See “Non-IFRS Measures”

2) The Stratus Normalized EBITDA Contribution is calculated as the estimated initial royalty revenue from Stratus of C$8.027 million 
(US$6.0 million - based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada on November 10, 2022),
 less estimated incremental operating expenses of $50k
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The following table reconciles Net Income for the three months ended September 30, 2022 to Run-Rate Distributable Cash and Pro-Forma Distributable Cash:

(Cdn$000's) Q3 2022 Annualized
Net income 6,728          26,912           

Interest expense on credit facilities 2,288          9,152             
Income tax expense 2,862          11,448           
Depreciation expense 25                100                 
EBITDA (1) 11,903       47,612           

Adjustments:
Share-based compensation 267             1,068             
Other finance costs, net 660             2,640             
Fair value adjustment on financial instruments (1,966)        (7,864)            
Payment of lease obligations (27)              (108)               
DIV Royalty Entitlment, net of NND Royalties LP expenses(1) 1,250          5,000             

Normalized EBITDA(1) 12,087       48,348           
Add: intrest income 18                72                   
Less: Distributions on echangeable MRM units (44)              (176)               
Less: current tax expense (1,822)        (7,288)            
Less: interest expense on credit facilities (2,288)        (9,152)            

Distributable cash(1) 7,951          31,804           

Adjustments:
Transaction cost 33                130                 
Interest on $5 million 2022 debentures being redeemed 66                263                 
Mr. Mikes deferred contractual royalty fees collected, net of taxes(2) (440)            (1,761)            

Run-Rate Distributable Cash(1) 30,436           

Stratus Distributable Cash Contribution (1), (3) 4,919             
Interest on remaining acquisition facility, net of taxes(6) (954)               
Pro-forma Distributable Cash (1) 34,401           

Dividends declared (4) 29,293           
Run-rate payout ratio 96.2%

Pro-forma Dividends Declared (1),(5) 32,488           
Pro-forma payout ratio 94.4%
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The following table reconciles Revenue for the three months ended September 30, 2022 to Adjusted Revenue, Run-Rate Adjusted Revenue 
and Pro-Forma Adjusted Revenue:

(Cdn$000's) Q3 2022 Annualized
Revenues 11,641       46,564           
DIV Royalty Entitlment, net of NND Royalties LP expenses(1) 1,250          5,000             
Adjusted revenue(1) 12,891       51,564           

Adjustment:
Mr. Mikes deferred contractual royalty and management fees collected (603)            (2,412)            

Run-rate Adjusted Revenue(1) 12,288       49,152           

Stratus contribution (2) 8,027             
Pro-Forma Adjusted Revenue(1) 57,179           

1) DIV Royalty Entitlment, net of NND Royalties LP expenses, Adjusted Revenue, Run-Rate Adjusted Revenue and Pro-Forma Adjusted Revenue 
are Non-IFRS Measures. See “Non-IFRS Measures”

2) US$6.0 million – converted to Canadian dollars based upon a USD to CAD foreign exchange rate of 1.3378 as published by the Bank of Canada 
on November 10, 2022
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